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The paper is concerned with the homogenization problem for the Poisson equa- 
tion in a domain, a p rt of whose boundary varies in time and is rapidly oscillating 
in space at each time. Such a problem arises in growing semiconductor film, taking 
into account he fact that the surface of the film is changing in time by chemical 
vapor deposition, or by etching. We prove existence and uniqueness of the solution 
and establish its homogenizated approximation. We obtain an L ~' estimate on the 
error between the free boundary and the homogenized boundary. ~:~1997 Academic Press 
1. THE PROBLEM 
Processing semiconductor film involves a number  of steps of chemical 
vapor deposit ion and etching by plasma. Each such step changes slightly 
the profile of the film, which is initially nearly flat. These changes however 
occur on a very small spatial  scale, namely, at the submicron size of the 
features in the wafer. This means that relative to the equipment scale, typi- 
cally 10 cm, the boundary  condit ion on the surface of the semiconductor  
film is of the form 
~C 
D(c) ~- + p(s) c = R(s, c) 
Ov 
where c = (c  I . . . . .  £'N) is the vector whose components  represent the concen- 
trations of  N species, R(s, c) is a reaction rate, and p(s), R(s, c) are fast 
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oscillating in s. The ci, in the bulk, satisfy a system of partial differential 
equations. 
In this paper we consider a simple model consisting of one species with 
concentration u, or u~, satisfying the differential equation 
Au~=0 in £2~(t) (1.1) 
where £2~(t) is a two-dimensional domain: 
£2~(t) = {x = (xl, x2); - a < Xl < a, ef,(xl ,  t) < x2 < b} 
whose lower boundary 
l"~(t):x2=ef~(xl,  t), -a<x l<a 
represents the moving boundary of the semiconductor film. The boundary 
condition on F~.(t) is given by 
c3v + PU~=O on l"~(t) (1.2) 
where p is "fast" oscillating, depending on a small parameter e, e > 0. Here 
v, is the outward normal to F~(t). 
Denote by VN the outward normal velocity of the free boundary F~(t), 
that is 
e aft~at 
VN= [ 1 + (e aL/aXl) 2]'/2" 
Then the equation of continuity at the moving boundary is 
e~v~= VN on r~(t) (1.3) 
(the factor e appears in the above equation because the free boundary 
moves only on the e scale), which, by (1.2), is equivalent to 
VN = --epu~ on F~(t). (1.3') 
To complete the formulation of the problem, we prescribe boundary condi- 
tions 
u,: = g on x2 = b, (1.4) 
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no-flux boundary conditions on Xl = _+a: 
and an initial condition 
a 
U~( -----a, x2,  t) = 0 
ax~ 
L(x~, 0)=f0- 
The oscillating nature ofp and f0 is prescribed in the form 
( Xl) p=p Xl , - - , t  , 
and we assume that 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
and 
Ilu~ - (Uo + eu l ) l f . ,~  ~< Ce. (1.11) 
A formal derivation of u~ ~ Uo + eu~ was also given by [ 10] by matched 
asymptotics. We refer to [8-10] and to [ 11 ] for more details on the multi- 
scale problem in modeling semiconductor processing equipment and on 
g(xl, t), p(xl, ~1, t), fo(Xl, ~1) are smooth functions, 1-periodic in ~1, 
p~>p0>0, g~>0, g~0,  and 
px, (+a,~l , t ) -O ,  p¢,(+a,~l,t)==-O, 
(f0)xt (_a,  ~1)-0,  (f0)¢, (_+a, ~,) = 0. (1.8) 
Remark 1.1. The assumptions in (1.8) at x l=  a are needed for 
dealing with what happens as the free boundary meets the fixed boundary 
at these two points. 
Problems with oscillating boundary and boundary conditions were con- 
sidered by several authors. The usual model for F~ is 
x2 = fo(Xl ) + ef , (x , ,  -x~). (1.9) 
Belyaev [1, 2] (see also [15]) determined (for the problem (1.1), (1.2), 
(1.4) on 012~.\F~ and F~ given by (1.9)) the homogenized solution in the 
bulk, Uo(X). He also derived an e-boundary layer term eUl, and proved that 
Ilu~ - Uo II ~,~a~) <~ cel/2 (1.10) 
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numerical results; see also [4; Chap. 10]. More recently, Friedman, Hu 
and Liu [6] have extended the results of Belyaev to three scales: 
x2=fo(x,)+efl Xl, +e2f2 Xl, e, . 
In the present paper the boundary F, is changing in time, in accordance 
with (1.3). In this sense the problem is similar to the free boundary 
problem studied by Friedman and Hu [5 ] which models titanium silicide 
film growth [3; Chap. 8]; this deposition is used for forming electrical 
contact in transistors. The main difference between the two problems i
that in [ 5 ] p and efo are not fast oscillating; in fact, e = 1, and 
p=p(xl, t), fo=fo(xl) are in C2+~; 
in the present case of (1.7), already the C ~ +~ norms o fp  and efo become 
unbounded as e~0.  Nevertheless we shall prove that the problem 
(1.1)-(1.8) does have a classical solution for some time interval 0 < t < T* 
independent of e, and that the solution is unique. Our main interest, 
however, is to derive the homogenized form of the free boundary: 
( xl) 
x2= f x , , z , t  , 
and to estimate I L - f [ .  
In Section 2 we formally derive the system of equations for the 
homogenized solution (u0, f )  of (us:, f~:) and then prove rigorously that 
(Uo, f )  exists up to some time T, and is unique. 
In Section 3, we establish the existence of a solution to (1.1)-(1.8) for 
small time interval 0 ~< t ~< T O which does not depend however on e. 
In Section 5 we derive the estimate (1.10) and a corresponding H 1 
estimate for f~- f ;  an auxiliary lemma on homogenization is proven in 
Section 4. These estimates are then improved in Section 6, where we estab- 
lish (1.11) and a corresponding bound on f~.- f. The estimates of Section 6 
enable us, in Section 7, to extend the solution (u~, f~) (as well as these same 
estimates) to any interval [0, T - -3 ]  (cf > 0) provided e is small enough. In 
Section 8 we derive the additional L ~ estimates 
Hf~-fHc~'<~ce' L (A - f )  L~<~C' ]]u~-uol]L~<~ce. (1.12) 
In the final Section 9 we extend all the previous results to the parabolic 
problem whereby the Laplace equation is replaced by the heat equation. 
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2. THE HOMOGENIZED PROBLEM 
Suppose (1.1)-(1.8) has a solution (u~, f,:). By the maximum principle 
u~>~0 and so, by (1.3'), Of,:/Ot >>. O, so that 
f~(x , , t )~ fo (x , , -~) .  (2.1) 
We proceed formally to derive the homogenized system, assuming that 
where the first order derivative of O(e) is 0(1 ), and that 
u~(x, t) = Uo(X, t) + O(e). 
Substituting this into (1.3') and dropping out O(e) terms, we get 
ft(Xl, ~1, t) = p(x,, ~1, t) U0(Xl, 0, t)[ 1 + (f¢,(X~, ,  t)) 2] 1/2 (2.2) 
subject o 
j~(xl, ~l, 0)= fo(xl, ~l). (2.3) 
On the other hand the function Uo satisfies 
Auo=0 in £2o={- -a<x l<a,O<x2<b},  
uo = g(xl, t) on x2 = b, (2.4) 
0Uo - - (+a ,  x2, t)=O, 
ax~ 
and 
Du o - -+Pu0=0 on x2=0 (2.5) 
ax2 
where (by [1, 15]) 
P(x~,t l= i~p(x , ,~l , t l [ l+( f~, (x l ,~ l , t l )2] l /2d~l .  (2.6) 
In this section we shall study the system (2.2)-(2.6). 
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THEOREM 2.1. There exists a T>0 such that the system (2.2)-(2.6) has 
a unique classical solution (Uo, f )  for 0 <~ t < T. Furthermore, 
fct( +a, ~l, t)-O, f~( +_a, ~l, t)=O. 
Proof For any M > 0, T> 0 we introduce the set 
Kr= {P•  C([ --a, a] x [0, T]);  IIPI[L~-~ M IlPllL~'; 
--63XLC3 P(Xl, t)=O at Xl = +_a}. 
For each P•  K r we solve (2.4), (2.5). By the maximum principle the solu- 
tion u o satisfies: 
and by elliptic estimates 
Uo • C([0, T], C~(~o)) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
for any 0<~< 1. 
We now consider (2.2), (2.3) for this u0, and apply techniques from [5]. 
We differentiate (2.2) in ~l to get 
(2.9) (f:,),-puo [1 +,~,a  +f¢~] ¢2 11/2(f:,)¢t=P¢, uo[1 "2 1/2, 
and then integrate along characteristics. Notice that under the assumption 
(1.8), the right-hand side of (2.9) is identically 0 on x~ = +a. It follows that 
Xl = _+a are characteristics and (2.9) implies that f~ , -0  on x~= _+a. 
Similarly, differentiating (2.2) in Xl and using the assumption (1.8), we 
obtain f~ -0  on Xl = +a. 
Using Gronwalrs inequality we derive from (2.9): 
IIf~, II L..~lt ...1×~o. 1~×~,~ <C*  (2.1o) 
if say t < 1; C* depends only on the data p, g, fo. 
Differentiating (2.9) in ~1 and integrating again along characteristics, we 
find that 
IIf~,~, II L~(~ . . . .  ] × (o, 1)× {t}) ~ C~,  (2.11) 
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where C* depends only on the data p, g, f0. From these estimates it also 
follows that 
f, f< belong to C([0, T], C~([ -a ,  a] x [0, 1])); (2.12) 
we use this re, to define (WP)(Xl, t) by the right-hand side of (2.6). Then, 
by (2.12), 
WPe C([0, T], C~( [ -a ,  a] x [0, 1])), 
and WP satisfies the zero flux condition at x~ = _a. It follows from (2.10) 
that 
II wPII L~ < M liP II L~ 
if M is initially chosen large enough (depending only on C*). Next we 
show that W is a contraction. 
If P, P belong to Kr then, by elliptic estimates, the corresponding solu- 
tions Uo, ~o satisfy: 
liuo-~7o IIL~la0× ~,}~ < C~ ' liP-- PlIL~IE . . . .  lx~,}~" (2.13) 
We now integrate (2.9) for re. and for the re, corresponding to P along 
their respective characteristics. By comparing the slopes of the charac- 
teristic (using (2.10), (2.11)) we find that 
max I I f<- f< l l L~c  . . . .  ]x(0. ')×{,})~< C'T ,  Ilu0--~7ollL~l,~0×{,~ 
O <~ t <~ T I 
for any T~ ~< T. From the definitions of WP and WP we then deduce that 
II WP-  WPlIL~t ...1 × ~'r~ <~ C3" C* C* T, l i P -  PlIL~¢t . . . .  1 × ~,}~' 
where we have used (2.13); C* depends only on sup Ipl. Hence if 
1 
~c, _ 2c*  c*  c~' 
then W is a contraction in KT~ , and therefore it has a unique fixed point 
in KTt. It is clear that the solution is classical and, by continuity in t, any 
classical solution will remain in Kv. and is therefore unique. 
Let T be such that the characteristics of (2.2), (2.3) do not intersect for 
any function Uo(X~, O, t) 1-periodic in x~ and satisfying (recall (2.7)): 
0 ~<u0(xl, 0, t) ~< sup g(xl, t). (2.14) 
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Then we can continue the solution (Uo, f )  from t = T 1 to t = T l + T2, etc, 
as long as t remains ~< T, since at each time-step the initial data as well as 
p and g have the bounded derivatives required for local existence. 
Theorem 2.1 is thus valid for such T. | 
Remark 2.1. Consider the case where p is independent of t, and intro- 
duce the hyperbolic problem for G(xl, ~l, s) (x 1 is a parameter): 
G~ =p(x l ,  ~1)[ 1 + G~,] 1/2, 
GIs=0 = fo(xl,  ~1). 
It has a unique classical solution for some interval 0 ~< s ~< S. Clearly 
f (x l ,~ l , t )=G Xl,~l,  Uo(Xl,O,r) dr 
is the solution of (2.2), (2.3) as long as 
fo UO(Xl, O, r) dr <~ S. 
Recalling (2.14) we conclude that T can be taken such that 
follgllL~lr ,,.ulx{~}~ = dr S. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
a unique classical solution for 0 <~ t <~ T o. 
Proof We make change of variables 
and set 
3. EXISTENCE FOR (1.1)-(1.8) 
There exists a T O > 0 such that the system (1.1)-(1.8) has 
(3.1) 
7(G, t)=f(x,, t), U(~I' ~2' t) = U(Xl, X2, t), (3.2) 
where (u, f )  is the solution (u~, f~) that we want to establish for (1.1)-(1.8). 
Then 
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a b 
A¢~=0 if -a<~l<- ,  jT (~ l , t )<~2<- ,  (3.3) 
e e e 
. (a  ) ,  34, u¢, +~,¢2, t =0 for f(¢~'t)<¢2<be 
b 
~=g(e¢, ,  t) for ¢2=- ,  (3.5) 
e 
V¢~.ve+ep(e~,4,,t)ft=O on ¢2 =)7(¢1, t) (3.6) 
where 
(L,, -1) 
[ 1 -'~- 7~1 ] 1/2' 
and 
7t(4,, t)=p(e~l, 41, t)/'~(41, Y(41, t), t)[1 + (j~l(~l, t))211/2, (3.7) 
jT(~,, 0) =fo(e~,, ~,). (3.8) 
All the data p(e41, 41, t), fo(~l, ~1), g(e~l, t) are smooth (in 41), uniformly 
in e. The boundary condition (3.4), together with the assumption (1.8), 
ensures that ~ = +_a/e are the characteristics of (3.7), (3.8), and jT¢, -0  on 
41 ~ -~-a/~. Near the boundary 4~ = +_ale, we can use (3.4) to extend the 
solution by reflection; the reflected free boundary is of C 2 +~, due to the 
fact that re, -0  on ~ = ++_a/e. 
Since, by the maximum principle, t7 is uniformly bounded independently 
of e, the elliptic Schauder estimates are independent of e, and they hold up 
to (and even beyond) ~ = +a. Theorems 7.1 and 8.1 of [5] can therefore 
be easily modified to establish the existence of a unique classical solution 
for some time To independent ofe. (Although the space become unbounded 
in 42 as e---, 0, all the elliptic estimates are still independent of e.) This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. | 
Remark 3.1. By [5], the first two (l-derivates of f are uniformly 
bounded and uniformly H61der continuous in (1, and )7, is uniformly 
bounded. Similarly the first two derivatives of fi are uniformly bounded and 
uniformly H61der continuous. 
Remark 3.2. Later on we shall prove that T o can be taken to be 
T -  fi(e), where T is as in Theorem 2.1 and fi(e) --* 0 if e --* 0. 
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4. A LEMMA ON HOMOGENIZAT ION 
The following lemma due to Belyaev [ 2] will be needed in subsequent 
sections. Since article [ 2 ] is not easily accessible, we give here the complete 
(but slightly simplified) proof. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Belyaev). Let F= {0~<s~<L}, L>0,  and let g(s, ~) be a 
continuous function in (s, (), s~ F, ~ E R, 1-periodic in ~, such that 
1 
fog(S, ~1 d~ =0. (4.1) 
Assume also that Og/Os is bounded. Then there is a constant C such that, for 
any functions u, v in H1/2(F), 
~og(S , : )u (s )v (s )ds  <~Cel/2llull~i,/2~r, llvl, ul/2~r , (4.2) 
t f0<e< 1. 
Proof Setting w = uv, we shall estimate 
From (4.1) we see that the integral 
h(s, ~) = f]  g(s, ~') d~' 
is well-defined and 1-periodic in ~ (and hence bounded). Since h¢ = g, we 
can write 
e/  Os ¢=s/~, 
<<. re  Ilwllm(~) for any w e Hl( F). 
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Clearly also 
f g(s, Se) w(s)ds ~CIIwllL~<r) for any w e L2(F). 
We extend the function gl(S) = g(s, s/e) by 0 to ( - o% oo). We also extend 
w to ( -  o% oo) without increasing its L 2, H ~/2 and H 1 norms by more than 
a factor C. Denote by o~ the Fourier transform. For any we H I ( -  o% oo), 
we define Wl and w2 by the inverse Fourier transform such that 
(sgn(z) = f/Izl 
[~-w2 l, and 
o~wl = (1 + 1~12) -1/4 ~w.  sgn{~-w. ~gl} ,  
o~W2 = (1 + l~12) 1/4 ~-w. sgn{ ~-w- ~-g~ }. 
if z¢0 ,  sgn(0) =0.) Then I~gl 12 I~wl 2= I~gl 12 I~wl l  
Ilwl II 2, : f  (1 + I~12) IffW112d4<~f (1 + 1~12) ~/2 I~w12 d4 = Itwll 2 nl/2~ 
and 
tlw2 II 2 fl~w212 f L2= d~< (1 + 1~12) '/2 I~wl2d~-  - Ilwll~,/~. 
It follows that 
f gl(s) w(s) = J~g l  " d~ 
[, 
ds ~w 
~(f ] f fg l l ' [ f fWl ld~) l /2 ( f ' f fg l l ' l~w2ld~) ' /2  
~(f  ~gl . .~w,d~) l /2( f .~g, .~-w2d~)l /2  
(f  )1/2(; ds)l/2 <~ gl • Wl ds gl " w2 
~< C(e NWl NH') 1/2 Ilwe 1/2 L 2 
re '/2 Ilwll~,/2, 
which yields the assertion (4.2). | 
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5. CONVERGENCE TO THE HOMOGENIZED SOLUTION 
We shall estimate the difference between the solution (u~,f~) of 
Theorem 3.1 and the solution (Uo, f )  of Theorem 2.1. We continue to use 
the change of variables (3.1) and the notation (3.2), and set 
w(~,, ~2, t )= ff(~,, ~2, t)--Uo(e~., e~2, t), 
T/(~I, t) =jT(~,, t ) - - f (~ l ,  ~1, t). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
We also write 
W(Xl, X2, t) = w(~l, ~2, t). (5.3) 
In this section we prove 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a positive T~ ( T~ < To) such that the following 
estimates hold for 0 < t < T~ " 
[ fo~m (lw(x, t)12 + lVxw(X, t)12) dx] 1/2 Cf; 1/2 , (5.4) 
<<, Ce 1/2. (5.5) 
We begin by writing the system satisfied by (h, #): 
T,, =puo{ [ 1 + (T,~, + f~,)2] l/2 _ [ 1 + (f~,)q '/~} 
+pw[l+(he,+f~,)2]  '/2 for t>0, 
fil,=o=O 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
and 
A~=0 in D,,-~ 
(a ) #~ -t-~,~2, t =0 if JT(+--a't)<~2<-'a 
b 
#=0 if ~2= , 
8 
V,~I~ " }',~ -~pw = -8{V. ,cu0(e~l  , ej~(~l , t) ,  t).ve 
+ p(e¢l, ~,, t) Uo(e~,, ef(~,, t), t)} on ¢~ =f(~:,, t), 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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where 
/~t = a < I I  < --, ? (~ l '  t) < I2 < 1' I2) ;  e 
Multiplying (5.8) by # and integrating by parts, we obtain 
f~ lV¢#'2 dl +e f~,Pff~2 da¢, 
~'/~ ~OUo DUo 
= --e k (ell, e)7(l t), t) jT, e?(~l  , t), t) 
"--a/t: fOX 1 l, - -~X 2 (8~1, 
-[- Uo(el l  , g? (~ l ,  t),  t) p (e~, ,  ~1, t)[" 1 + 07~,) 2] t/21 d l l  
) 
(5.12) 
and da,, is the arc element. In view of (2.5), 
where 
DU o 
Ox2 (e~,, ff(~l, t), t) + P(e~l , t) Uo(ell , ff(ll, t), t)= O(e) If[. 
Consequently, the right-hand side of (5.12) is equal to 
-e . /~ ~OXlJ¢, +uo[p(l +(~,)2)l/2--p ] d~l +O(e 2) I~11f ld l l ,  
and using (5.2) we can write 
fb IVcwlZ d~ +e fi~ p#2 de¢'=Jl + J'=O(eZ) ~a/* et t - O--a/e I#1 Ill d~l, (5.14) 
where 
<  0.o } 
Jl = --e --o/~. W (6~x I (ell, e?(l l ,  t), t) ?¢,(ell , ~1, t) d~l 
o_./~ ~ [Oxl (e~l, eY(ll, t), t) h¢,(eli, II, t) dffl 
= J l l  +J12, 
Me. " a 
F t. ~2 =)7(~,, t), _a<~,  <-  (5.13) 
g 
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~a/e WUo(g~I, ~?(~1, t), t) J2= --e._~ ~ 
x {p(e¢l, ¢,, t)[1 + (f¢l(g¢l, ¢1,/))2] 1 /2  p(e¢l,/)} d¢, 
--e o ~/~ #u°(e{l' el((,, t), t) P(g~I, ~1, t) 
x {[1 +(he, ..~_ j~ ,)2] 1/2__ [1 ..~ (fg,)2] 1/2} d~, 
~J21 +J22; 
for simplicity we dropped the arguments in several places. 
Substituting ~l = xl/e in Jl l and using Lemma 4.1 with g = j~¢, we get 
l J i l l  ~ C~1/2 UwUHI/2( .... ) 
where w = w(xl, f(xl, t), t). Since, by Theorem 3.1, efy, is uniformly bounded, 
the right-hand side is bounded by Ce ~/2 Ilwllnw~(r~(,)), and therefore also by 
Cd/2 Ilwll H~(~,~(,)), 
S ince  w = 0 on x2 = b, we then get 
IJll ' <~ Cet/2 (fo~(t) ]V~wl2 dx} 1/2" 
substitute ~ =x~/t in J2~, then e d{~ =dXl and, furthermore, the If we 
expression in braces becomes 
{( x, )E  l(x,x,))211J2 } p X l , - -  , 1+ e -7, --P(xl, t) 
We can then apply Lemma 4.1, with this expression as g, and conclude as 
before that 
'J21' ~ Cgl/2 { fga~(t) ]Vvwl2 dx} 1/2" 
Finally, Lemma 4.1 cannot be applied to J12 and J22, but we can estimate 
directly (using the substitution ~ =xl/e) 
Ig,21+lg221<~Cllwll~2( ,~ Ilvll~-~(.,~), v=lv,  l+lv,_l 
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where v i is the expression in the braces in Ji2. Since 
Iv, I ~< C Ih~, I pointwise, 
we easily conclude that 
+ } 1/2 
]J121 1J221~ C{ff~c(t) ]Vxwl2dx} 1/2 {faa ~' (~' t)2dXl . 
Substituting the estimates on the J~ into (5.14) we get the following result. 
LEMraA 5.2. The following estimates hoM: 
<~Cgl/2+C{f[a ~IQ(~,t) 2dXl} 1/2, (5.15) 
},/2 C(f:a h41(~,t) 2dXl}'/2 (5.16) 
Note that (5.16) follows from (5.15) by embedding (since w=0 on 
x2 = b). 
We next prove: 
LEMMA 5.3. The following estimate holds: 
IEV¢~HL2~t)~ <Ce 1/2 + C II~ll L~, , I  (5.17) 
where F(t)=_ F~ is defined in (5.13). 
Proof Take H such that 
1 + sup f (~l ,  t )<H<2H< b- 
and define 
D)(t) = {j<~l < J+ 1, f(~l, t) <~2 <H}, 
D~(t) = {j - -  1 < ~1 < J + 2, f (~ l ,  t) < ~2 < 2H}, 
r)(t) =r( t )n  {J<~l <J+ 1}, 
F~(t) = P(t) c~ { j -  1 <~l  < j+2}.  
505/137/1-|0 
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By Remark 3.1 the boundary F(t) is in C~ +~ (uniformly in e). Note also that 
the C~+~-norm of the right-hand side of (5.11) is bounded by Ce. (5.18) 
Hence we can apply the H e interior-boundary estimate to ~, and obtain 
IIV~ll L2¢@, + IIV¢~ll L2(DI(t)) ~ CE, -}- C I1~11L2(D](t))  • 
(Here and in what follows, the elliptic estimates are valid up to G = +a/e ,  
since we have extended the solution by reflection; this means that we can 
allow j to be - [a /e]  - 1, - [a /e] ,  ..., - 1, 0, 1, ...[a/e]). By embedding, 
L (D~(t))" 
Summing over j we get 
i iV¢~l l  2 - 2 L~r~,~) < Ce + C (5.19) 
Denote by Fq(t) the curves: 
Fq( t ) :~2=(1- -q ) . f (~ , t )+2Hq,  (0~<q~<l). 
Then 
and so 
i 
( l  q).f(~l,t)W2Hq 
[rvl 2 Ir~(,} d~l ~< C ~ ,/~ I~l~{,} d~l + C .  ,/, J T{<,., IVcwl2 d~. 
Integrating over q • [0, 1 ] and recalling that )7¢ is uniformly bounded, we 
obtain 
~ 2 ~CI1~112 - 2 IIV~wll ~-~=~. II wll L=¢,~7 ~ {¢2 < 2,,r j  L=, n , ,  + c (5.20) 
Substituting (5.20) into (5.19), and using also (5.15), the assertion (5.17) 
follows. | 
Remark  5.1. From the interior-boundary Schauder estimates, interior- 
boundary W 2' p estimates and Sobolev's embedding [7] (we need to iterate 
the W 2" p estimate until the exponent p is large enough for embedding), we 
also have 
ql~vllc~+~to)¢t)l<~Ce+Cll~vllL~lD~.)~ for V1 <p ~ oo. 
This estimate will be used in Section 7 and in Section 8. 
(5.21) 
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The next step is to estimate the integral on the right-hand sides of (5.15), 
(5.16). To do this we use (5.6). Differenting both sides with respect o ~1, 
we get 
o - f i~ ,+L ,  o - 
Ot h¢, - epUo [ 1 + (h~t + f¢,)2] 1/20Xl he, = J (5.22) 
where 
d 
J=~l  (puo){ [ 1 + (h¢, + ~,)2] 1/2 _ [ 1 + (f¢,)211/2} 
+PU°[[l+(~e,+f~,)2]l/2 [ 1 +(f~,)21 
+pe (he, + fe,)(~,~, +/~,~,) 
[1 + (r,~, + f : , )~] ,/2 
+ {(ep.,, +p¢, )  ff~+p(ff~¢, +f¢t~e2)} [ 1 +(he, + f¢,)2] 1/2. 
Since he,, h,,e,, ~, ~,,, k<, are uniformly bounded, we have 
IJI ~< C(Ih¢, I+ I#l +I~¢, I + I~<~1). (5.23) 
The characteristic equation for (5.22) is given by 
d~, ~¢,+L, 
- -  = - epuo (5.24) 
dt [ 1 "t- (TI~, "t- fe , )  2 ] 1/2' 
I/g(O, Xl)~--X 1 . (5.25) 
Notice that Xl=+_a are characteristics, 
(~/Ot) h~, = J. 
Since he,, and )~¢,, are uniformly bounded, 
on which (5.22) becomes 
(5.26) 
It follows that 
½<~9~, <2 if 0<t<T l  (5.27) 
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where 
Tl = min To, (5.28) 
Note that T~ depends only on the regularity of the solution (t~, f) .  
We now integrate (5.22) along characteristics, using (5.27). We obtain, 
after using (5.23) and H61der's inequality, 
a f a 2 f he, , t  dx~<~Ct (tT,¢, I +l~vt2+l~v~,l=+l~v¢212)dx, dt. --~l --a 
Integrating also (5.6) along characteristics and combining with the last 
inequality, we get the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. The following estimate holds for 0 < t <<. T l • 
fa a ( h (~, t)2+ ~1~1 (~, t)2)dXl 
<Ct ((~¢,12+l~12+l~,¢,12+l~%12)dx, dt, (5.29) 
where T~ is determined by (5.28), and the integration on the right-hand side 
is taken on ~2 = f (~, ,  t) (or x 2 =efr(xi/e, t)). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The square of the left-hand side of (5.17) is equal to 
fa /e fa  
IV¢~I2 da¢, = ]V¢~[ 2 [1 + (?¢,)2] 1/2 dx~ 
~-  a/~ a 
similarly the square of the norm on the right-hand side of (5.17) is equal 
to 
fa/~, fa I~1= da¢, = 1~12[1+(f¢l)2] l/2dxl " -a/c  -a  'Y. 
Consequently (5.17) can be written in the form 
I" I" ct a (~ varies along F,(t)). (5.30) 
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Substituting this and (5.16) into the right-hand side of (5.29) we obtain, for 
the function 
H(t)= f~, (h  (~,  t )2+ h~l (~ '  t )2)dXl ,  (5.31) 
the inequality 
H(t)<.CT~ (e+H(z))dz,  t<T  1 . (5.32) 
By Gronwall's inequality we then get 
H(t)<. Ce if t<<.T~ 
with another constant C, and (5.5) follows. If we substitute (5.5) in the 
right-hand sides of (5.15), (5.16), we obtain the estimate (5.4). I 
We conclude this section with a lemma which collects two estimates that 
were essentially already proved above. 
LEMMA 5.5. The following estimates hold: 
where 
Z(t)= [ l~]2dX l  = ]u~--Uo dxl <<. Ce 1/2. (5.34) 
c/ a 
Proof The inequality in (5.34) follows from Theorem 5.1. From 
Lemma 5.4 and (5.30) we have, 
H(t) <<. CT, (~2 + Z2(r) + H(z)) dr 
and (5.33) follows immediately from Gronwall's inequality. 
if t < T 1. 
I 
6. II~I[L21 . . . .  >= O(~) 
We shall continue to denote the solution (u, f )  of (1.1)-(1.8) also 
by (u~,f~). In this section we improve the estimates (5.4), (5.5), by 
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approximating u~ by Uo + eUl where ul is a boundary layer term defined as 
follows: 
(x) 
/41 = b/1 X~ ~, t 
where 
aUo(X,t) 8Uo(X,t) 
ul(x, (,t) - - - -N l (X l ,  (,t) + N2(xl, (,t), (6.1) 
8X 1 8X 2 
and the N/(xl, ~, t) are 1-periodic in (1 and satisfy the following systems 
in ~: 
~N/=0 
8Nl 
i)v~ = 
8N2 
INjl <~ Ce -~'~ 
where v~ denotes the outward 
[ 1, 2 ]; (see also [ 6 ] ). Here 
¢1, t), 
in/)x,(t), 
L, on/~,.,(t), 
[ 1 + (f¢)2] ,/2 
1 p 
on C,(t),  
[ 1 + (f¢,)2] '/2 P 
for some 2>0 
normal; this system was introduced in 
/ )v l ( t )  ~- {(~1, ~2); 0 < ~1 < 1, f(xl, ~l ,  t) < ~2 < OC)}, 
/~,(t) = {~2 =f (x l ,  ~l, t), 0 <~ l <~ 1}. 
Clearly, under the assumption (1.8) and the last part of Theorem 2.1, 
8NI = ON2 = 0 
~v~-  Ov~ - for x l=  _+a. 
Hence 
Nl(xl,~,t)=--N2(Xl,~,t)--O for xl=+_a. 
Since also 8Uo/OXl -0  on xl = +a, 
aXl \Ox~ 
for X 1 ~ ~-a. 
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Differentiating the boundary condition for N2 in Xl, and using also the last 
part of Theorem 2.1 and assumption (1.8), we obtain 
so that 
- -N2(x l ,~ , t ) - -O  for xl=+_a, 
OXl 
Ox l ~x2(x , t ) .N2  x , ,~ , t  -0  
and from (6.1) we then conclude that 
for X 1 ~ - [ -a  
In addition to the domain 
g2,( t ) = { -a  < Xl < a, eft(x,, t) < x2 < b} 
we also introduce the domain 
and the corresponding lower part of their boundary 
I'e( t)= {X2=gfe(Xl, t) --a < wl <a}, 
{ ) r~(t)= x~=ef Xl,---~,t , -a<x,<a.  
Since /~,,({) is mooth, we can extend the definition of the Nj(Xl, ~, t) to 
{0 ~< ~2 ~< f(x~, ~,  t)} so that they have three bounded i-derivatives below 
/~. and two continuous i-derivatives across/~,, and 
u ' (x 'x ' t )  H,~o, <~C u ' (x 'x ' t )  H,~, , ,  (6.3) 
We wish to use the method of Belyaev [ 2 ] (see also [ 6 ] ) to approximate 
u~. by uO+eu~ in £2~(t). However in [2, 6] the domains g2~,(t) and s~(t) 
coincide, whereas in the present case they do not. To overcome this 
difficulty we shall exploit the proximity of F,:(t) to F~(t), as expressed by 
Lemma 5.5. We shall prove: 
m OxlUl x ,~, t  =0 for Xl _+a. (6.2) 
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THEOREM 6.1. The following estimates hoM: 
Iluo + CUl -- Ue II H'(~(,)) ~< Ce, (6.4) 
2 } 1/2 
{f; . [  h (~, t )  + h¢,(~,t )  2] dxl <<.Ce. (6.5, 
Note that last estimate improves theerror in (5.5) from O(e 1/2) to O(e). 
In the sequel we shall often omit the dependence on the variable t. 
Set 
a~(u, v)= L Vu. Vv dx + ~ p uv da ~ (6.6) 
where ~=O~(t ) ,  F~=F~(t). 
LEMMA 6.2. There holds: 
a~(u°--u~"v)=fr~ \Ov~ p(xl)Ox2J • 
+O([e+/c '  " \'/21\ 
Uo Z-(r) dz) ])Jlvll.'t~o), (6.7) 
where v~ is the outward normal to F~. 
Proof Clearly 
a~:(Uo u~:,v)fr~( 
aUo'~ 
-- = puo + ~TG ) v da~ " (6.8) 
where v~ is the outward normal to F~:. We wish to replace, in (6.8), F~. by 
F~. First we observe that, by (2.5), 
1 Ouo(xl, x2) + Uo(Xl, x2) = O(x2). (6.9) 
P(xl)  aX 2 
Next, 
where 
vdrT~- vdcr~: v lF~[ l+( f~ q-Gj~,)21'/2dx, 
yo 
-- l)]F~[l q.-(¢~t-.I-e¢~ -}-'h~,)a]l/2 dxI 
a 
- Ii +12 
II, I = f" vlr~{[l +(~< +ef~,)2]'/2-[l +(f< +d,.,+'h<)2] '/2} dx, 
a 
(; C f~a ]I)[ [~/~, [ dx I ~ C II/)U HliK2°' a [~_l [2 (Ix, 
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and 
lI21 : ~]a(vlr:-vlr~)[l-F(fc, "Jf'~J~v,)2]l/2 dx,  
a el+ e~ dx2 
(; (; )1 4 
--a a 
Hence, by (5.33), 
ir vda~-IrVda~ <<.C[c+(f~Z2(z)dr)'/2] ,,v,lw,ao,. (6.10) 
Next we compute 
aUo = au___2 o re, + e~, + ~ ¢, auo 1 
OY~ Fc OX 1 [1"-~-(f,~ -~-Ef.q-~-h~l)2]I/2 
Ilvll ~,<o0>. 
ax2 [ 1 + (re, + el,_, + ~¢,)2] ,/2 
= auo .~ L ,  + C ,  a.o .~ i 
ax, [1+(]~,+~L,)q,/~ ax~ [I+(]~+~L,)~],/~ 
+ o(~ + lhl + IT,~, I) 
~U 0 =~+ o(~+ lhl + Y,¢, I), 
so that, by (5.33), 
fF~ OU°d~--f OuO ' C([~-(IoZ2(72)d72)l/2]) 1) VUvl r vTv~da~ ~< IlvllH,¢~oj, (6.1 
Using (6.11), (6.10) and (6.9) in (6.8), the assertion (6.7) follows. I 
We shall need the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let k(xl) and m(xl) be defined for 0~<Xl ~0~, with m(xl) 
uniformly Lipschitz continuous and 0 <~ k(xl ) <~ 1, and let 
D = {(XI, X2) ; m(Xl)  ~< X 2 ~< m(x l )  +k(X l )  , 0 ~<X 1 ~< 0[}. 
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Then, for any function v ~ HI(D), 
m{?cl)+kl'~l) IV(X~,X2)I dX2 <~ C k2(x2) dxl dx1 . m(:cl ) 
where C is a constant independent of k, v. 
Proof Writing 
V(Xl,X2)=V(Xl,m(xl))+ ~ x2 Vy(Xl, y) dy 
m(xl ) 
Ilvll/~,(D) 
we have 
fodxl f,~'iii')+k'x~' ,v(x,, x2), dx2 
Clearly 
(6.12) 
~< Io k(Xl)]V(Xl, m(xl))] dx  I + IO ~ k(Xl)dx 1 fm(xl)+kixt) ]/ y(XI ~ Y)] dy 
~m(xI) 
~Ii  +12. 
Ii ~ lff k2(xl) dxl l l/21ff ]F(xl ~ m(xl))[2 dXl l 1/2 
~CIfok2(xl)dxlll/2 ]]I)HHIID). 
Next, 
(f: )l/2t; ~ ( fm(x l )  + k(xl ) 
12 ~< ke(X l )  dx I dxl \ m( ~l ) +)2t lj2 
1/2 c( - - ) . 
1/2 
<~(;fk2(xl)dXl [[I)1[ HI( D) ,  since k(Xl) <. 1, 
and (6.12) follows. | 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. We can write 
ae(e'Ul'1)':--gf,~2~(t) (AxUl-[-~ vY'v~ulq- 1 - ~ vdx, dx 2 
°u' ) 
r~l,~ \Ov~ + pul v da~. (6.13) 
Clearly 
A~ui = 0 on f2~(t). 
Since the extended Nj(Xl, ~) have continuous second ~-derivatives across 
/~,.~ and bounded three (-derivatives below/~x,, 
13~u, I <~ c Ihl on t?~(t) A~(t). 
It follows that 
lf~.)Aeu,.vdx<<.C 
C <~- 
<~C 
f f o,x IIhl[L~- a J¢ 
1/2 
where we have used Lemma 5.5 and (5.33). Clearly 
~f~ J,u,.vdx, dx~<.C~f~ e x"'-/~lvldx, dx2<<.~211vll.,~o,. (6.15) 
5" - ~.1 
since ~ Ivl dx2 ~< C IIvlIg,lml-Also 
f~ (Id,u~l[vl+12V,Veu, l'lvl)dx, dx2 
~lt) Af2~:lt) 
<~ Cele+(f£ Z2(r) dr)'/21 Ilv[lm<m. (6.16) 
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by Lemma 6.3 and (5.33). Next, by integration by parts, we have 
- f~l,) 2(Vx • V~Ul) O dx 
=-2efr .v~vd¢~ 2el,  Vxu Vxvdx ~(t) VxU l  + l " 
-q~(t) 
+ 2e f~ul d.~ul . v dx 
=-f  , 2eV~u, .v~vdrr~ +J 
Fc(t) 
where, by definition of u~, 
I .a.x,/~ IJI ~< Ce ,IvllH,.~o~ e " dx2 <~ Ce3/2 Ilvll.,.~,,). 
Using (6.14)-(6.17) in (6.13), we find that 
I( 1 ; 1 a~(uo+eUl-U~,V)=e f~l n V_,.Ul+eV~U~ .v~+ pu~ vd~. 
fr 'vda~ -2e  V?./~ 1 "Y e ~(t) 
Since 
we have 
(6.17) 
+ a~.(Uo -- u~, v) 
+O e3/2+[e+ Ilhllg~] 22(17) d~ Ilvll.,..o~. 
(6.18) 
I(V~u,)n. ~- [(V~u, +a (c~e:V¢Ul))]<.)l .< C& 
<~Cef Ihvld~<<.Cc Ihl 2dx, Ilvllw(~o) 
FAt) a 
<. Ce [ e + (fl z2(r) dv) 1/2] ['{)'[HI(.Q0) (6.19) 
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by (5.33). We now use, in the expression in brackets on the left-hand side 
of (6.19), the relations 
v,, = v~ + o(e+ Ih¢, I), 
and 
 uo( ¢, ,Ouo( 1 
V'~Ul "Ve=~Xl (1+~-~,)1/2) q-~X9- ( 1"1- ¢2 a ¢,1 
1 p aUo 
= -Vxuo .v~ on V~(t), POx 2 
and use the resulting estimate in (6.18). Recalling also (6.7), we find that 
a~(u° + eUl--U~' V)=e lr~l,) { [ -vxu l  " ve + pul] "l) dGe 
-~- f F~(tj [ ( tl " ( O ~2V ~bll) ) ] F~{t) } " Vel) do'~ 
+0 e+ zR(r) dr Ilvll H'.~o,, (6.20) 
which implies, by (5.33), that 
la,(uo+eul-u~.,v)l=o e+ Z2(~) d~ IlVl[Hl(ao). (6.21) 
Actually, by extending any v eHl(I2~(t)) into a function in Hl(/-2o) we 
deduce that 
II v II n'~aol may be replaced by II v II u'(aa m, 
We may take v = Uo + eUl - -Ue-  '~Ul Ix2= b in (6.21) since, with this choice of 
v, v =0 on x2 =b and it satisfies the zero flux condition vx~ =0 on Xl = _+a. 
Since eu 1 and its first derivative are exponentially small on x2=b, i.e., 
bounded by Ce -xb/':, we obtain 
Iluo + eul-U, lll~,(~am~ C[e + (I] Z2(r) &) '/2]. (6.22) 
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Observing that 
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i 
a 
Z2( t )  = ]Uo-U~:]2dx, 
--a 
fo 
= I(Uo + eU l - -U~: ) - -eU l  ]2dx, --a 
<~ Ce2+ C t]Uo + eul-u~H 2 (6.23) Hl(g2c(t)) ' 
(6.21) gives 
f2 2 2 _<C~2+C ilUo+eul_u~llH,~o~,~dt 
and (6.4) easily follows. This also implies, by (6.23), that 
Z2(t) ~ Ce 2, (6.24) 
and, consequently, (5.33) yields the assertion (6.5). | 
7. EXTENDING THE SOLUTION OF (1.1)-(1.8) 
Let T be as in Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 7.1. For any c5 > 0 there is an eo such that i f  0 < e < eo then 
(i) the system (1.1)-(1.8) has a unique classical solution for  0<<. t<<. 
T -  (~, and 
(ii) the estimates (6.4), (6.5) hold for  0 ~ t <~ T- -  & 
Proof  We first extend Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 to t~< To, (To as in 
Theorem 3.1), and then extend Theorems 3.1, 5.1 and 6.1 to t ~< T -6 .  
From Theorem 6.1 and Sobolev's embedding, 
Uw(.,t)]li~l~l,l~<<.Ce, V2<p < oo. (7.1) 
Rewriting this estimate in the ~ variable, we have 
{fF) [I~[P d~}l/P~. Cg (p-2)/p. 
Using this in (5.21) we get 
c.~+~l~)~,)l <Ce 2 = . (7.2) 
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We next integrate both (5.22) and its ~-derivative along characteristics 
and use the same technique as in I-5 ] to derive the bound 
Ilhll c~, += ~< Ce a, (7.3) 
we exploit here the estimate (5.5) as well as (7.2). 
Observe that 
Iluo II c~+~ < C,~, Itf(e~l, ~,, t)ll ~+= ~ < C,~ (7.4) 
if O<<.t<~T--c~. On the other hand (7.3) has so far been proved just for 
t~< T~, TI as in (5.28). We now repeat he proof  of Theorem 5.1 with t= T~ 
as initial time, making use of (7.3), (7.4) ((7.3) ensures that the free 
boundary at t = TI is in C2+~¢t , uniformly in e, i.e., its C~,+~-norm remains 
bounded by a constant independent of e, if e is small enough.) The only 
difference is that the function H(t) defined in (5.31) and Z(t) defined in 
(5.34) do not vanish at the initial time, but rather (using Theorem 6.1) 
H( t) <~ Ce, Z( t) <~ Ce at the initial time; 
this however does not make a difference to the final estimate. Thus we can 
extend Theorem 5.1, and similarly Theorem 6.1, to t~< T~ + T 2 where T2 
can actually be taken equal to T~ (if e is small enough). We now repeat he 
process step-by-step until we arrive t = To. 
Next, using the bounds (7.3), (7.4) we can extend Theorems 3.1 to 
t= To + To for some I"0 > 0. We can actually take To = To if e is small 
enough, provided T O + 7" o ~< T- -6 ,  and then extend, as before, Theorems 
5.1 and 6.1 to To + To. This process can be repeated step-by-step (decreas- 
ing the range of e at each step). After a finite number of steps we arrive at 
t = T- -6 ,  provided e ~< eo, where eo is a small enough positive constant. | 
8. IlhllL~ = O(e) 
In this section we bootstrap and slightly refine the arguments in 
Section 6, in order to prove the following result which coincides with the 
assertion (1.12). 
THEOPmM 8.1. The following estimates hold for 0<. t <~ T--6: 
Ilu~ - Uo It L~<~<,I~ ~ C~, (8.1) 
Ilhll L~, . . . .  >x ~,r> + IIh~, II L~, . . . .  ,~ {,}~ < Ce. (8.2) 
Here, as in Theorem 7.1, T is as in Theorem 2.1, 6 is any positive 
number, and 0 < e < eo where e 0 is a positive number depending on 6. 
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Proof  Instead of (6.9) we use second order expansion of (2.5) about 
X 2 = O: 
1 OUo(X~, x2)+ Uo(X,, x2) 
P(x1) (Ox 2 
1 02Uo(X,, OUo(Xl, 0!)+ 0(x22)" 
=x2 P(Xl ) OX 20)-t-  OX 2 
1 Similarly, instead of v,= v~ + O(e+ [he, l) we use the second order expan- 
sion 
1 v~= v. + Dr;, +T,<] 
(1, j~,) 
[ 1 + (f¢,)2] 3/2 + o(d + tTz~_, 12). 
We also use the estimates 
f" IT*< 12 dx  1 ~ Ce 2, 
a 
f" INI 2 dx, ~ Ce 2, 
a 
Z2(t) ~< Cg 2. 
we then obtain, similarly to (6.20), 
a~(uo+eUl -U~,V)=e -Vxu l  "V~-}-puI-FZxlVgUl ( 1, fg,) 
.(t) 
)t +Pf  P(Xl) Ox'--~ (xl '  O)QI-~x2(XI' O) • f) do"e. 
- (1 ,L , )  
+ 0[e3/2 +e(llhllL-~+ Ilhe, ILL=,)] Ilvll.,,o0,. (8.3) 
E 1 + (f<V] ~/2 
Let 
i _ l _pu  1 _1_ f,~t V~Ul gl (x l ,  t) = - -Vxu I • v~ [ 1 -I- (f~/)223/2 
(lO uo Ouo )} 
4-p¢ P(Xl ) ~X22 (X,, O)-{-~X2 (Xl, 0 ) d~, 
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and 
g2(Xl, t )= '(Oe2VeUl) r~l,) " - r~{,) [1 ~-(?¢1)2] 3/2 
(notice that although g2 depends on e, Ug2 U/~ ~..~ < c, where C is inde- 
pendent of e) and denote by fqj(x, t) the solutions of the problems 
(j = 1, 2): 
A~ll=O in 12o, 
t~l, =0 on {x2=b}, 
c3x2+Ptq'=--gl(xl ' t)  on {x2=O}, 
a 
- -~ .  =0 for x~= _+a. 
63x 1 
and 
Abel2 = 0 in Q~.(t), 
a,2=O on {x2 =b}, 
a~,2 (x , )  c3v~+p x I ,T , t  ~tl2~--gg(xl,t ) on F~(t), 
0 
- - f i~2=0 for X l=+l .  
0Xl 
By an estimate of the form (1.10), -a,(e~11, v) is equal to the first term on 
the right-hand side of (8.3), up to an error term O(e 3/2) ]lvll~/,~o0~. Notice 
that -a~:(et~12 , v) is equal to the boundary integral ~r~l,)(e(O~2/Ov~)+ 
epic2) v da~, and the difference between this integral and the second term 
on the right-hand side of (8.3) in O(e 3/2) IlvH,,loo~ (using the estimates 
(6.10), (6.24)). Setting ~1 =~t  +~12 we then have 
aAuo+eU, +ca1-u~., v)= O(e3/= + e IlhllL~. + e IIh< IIL~) Ilvllml~o), 
from which it follows, as in Section 7, that 
IlUo+eU, +e~l--U~llH,la~¢,~ <  Ce3/2 +Ce llhllL~_ +Ce ll'h~,llL~. (8.4) 
From (8.4), by embedding, 
Iluo+eU~+eal-U~llL~-<~Tl,l~<~fe3/2+fe IlhllL~+fe IIh<llL~ (8.5) 
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where Fq(t) are the curves 
Fq(t):x2=(1-q).ef(x~,t)+q.2He, 0~<q~<l 
and f(x~, t )=f (~ l ,  t)(~L =xl/e). Writing (8.5) in the form 
f a v' ~2 ] 1/2 dx  I luo+eU~ +e~-u~l- (1 +(1 -q)2a<, a 
~ Ce3 + Ce2 - 2 IlhllL~ +ee 2 IIh< ~ II L , (8.6) 
and substituting ~t = x~/e in the integrals, we get 
I'/~ ]uo +eul +e~q-u~l 2 (1 +(1 --q)2 Y~,)l/2 d~l 
a /~; 
<. ce 2 + ce Ilhll ~-+ Ce tli% II ~j-, 
where the variable point in Uo, u~, l~l, u~. is ~2=(1-q)37(~,  t)+q.2H. 
Hence, integration over q ~ [0, 1 ] yields 
i . f.]H luo+eul+eal_U~12d¢,d~2<~Ce2+Cell~ll2 i1~<112 L,~: - l -  Ce  L ,Z  , 
a . I~ I, t) 
and, in particular, 
2 ~ L ~r t1~ + e(u, + a~)ll ~-~¢ o; ,~ ~< Ce2 + Ce Ilhll ~ + Ce lib< II 2 
Since la~, I ~< C, la~2l ~<(C Ilhll L ~'~ + Ith~, II L~-)/e, we conclude that 
II~ll L2(D)(t)) ~ II ~ + g(~/l +/~1)11L2(D)(,)) + ~ Ilu~ + a~ I[t2~O2, m 
<<. Ce+ C IlhllL~ + C lib< IIt~', 
and, by (5.21), 
for any j. 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
Next we integrate along characteristics in (5.6), (5.22), making use of the 
estimate (8.9). This results in an integral inequality for ([hl + Ih<l), in 
which the norm (IIhLIL~ + IIh< IIL~) appears on the right-hand side of the 
inequality. The assertion (8.2) then immediately follows, by Gronwall's 
inequality. 
I1~tl L~'ID)~,I~-I - I V~IIL~IDJ.. ~ Ce+ C IlhllLr. + C Ilhe, IlL .... (8.9) 
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From (8.2) and (8.9) we get the estimate 
]#] ~< Ce, uniformly on U D)(t),  
J 
and then (8.1) follows by the maximum principle. | 
Remark 8.1. The inequality (8.1) is new even for the case where the 
boundary F~ is stationary. 
Remark 8.2. The L ~-' estimate on h:, in (8.2) means that, for each t, 
Xl, t ) - f  x , ,T ,  t c. 
L~'(¿ a.a)x{t}l  
Since (d /dx~) f~ O(1/e), this estimate is an improvement of one order of e. 
Remark 8.3. The results of this paper extend to the case where we 
prescribe other boundary conditions on u~. For example, if we impose the 
Neumann boundary condition on the top: 
Ou~ 
= g on  X 2 = b, 
then the only difference occurs in the definition of u 0 where in (2.4) we 
replace the Dirichlet boundary condition on x 2 = b by the corresponding 
Neumann boundary condition. Since we have assumed that p >~P0 > 0 on 
F~, the coerciveness of the operator emains valid, and, of course, so are all 
the embedding theorems that we used. 
Remark 8.4. The results of Sections 2-7 can be extended without dif- 
ficulty to the case of n-dimensional domains. Using the argument in 
Section 7, we can take 2 <p ~< (2n)/(n - 2) in (7.1) and 2 = (p - n)/p in (7.2). 
Thus 2 is still positive if n = 3. If n >~ 4, 2 is negative and we need to proceed 
differently. We use the H61der estimate for Lipschitz domains [ 14], 
I1~( ", t)ll ca.~lm ~< C 
for some fl > O, and then by interpolation [ 12, Lemma 3.4], 
where 
t1~11 z .~=~, l  ~ C IL~II Zt,(g2c(,))l/(1 +/~) W'~ ~/(Icfl(K2c(,))+l~) ~ Cl~ X 
It follows that (7.2) is valid with this 2. 
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The proof of Theorem 8.1 relies on the fact that the domain is 2-dimen- 
sional. In fact, if n = 3 then in going from (8.6) to (8.7) the bound Ce 3 
reduces to Ce (rather than Ce 2) and, consequently, we obtain on the right- 
hand sides of (8.1), (8.2) the bound Ce 1/2, instead of Ce. (Ifn = 4, we obtain 
on the right-hand side of (8.1), (8.2) the (trivial) bound C.) 
9. A PARABOLIC FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
In this section we consider the system where the elliptic equation (1.1) is 
replaced by the parabolic equation 
Ou~. = Au~ in 
3t 
with initial data 
U (g2~.(t) x { t} ), (9.1) 
0<t<T 
u~.(x, O) = q(x) (q(x) ~> 0). (9.2) 
We shall assume that q e C2+~(£~o) (see however Remark 9.3). 
I. The Homogenized System 
The homogenized system can be derived as in Section 2, with the 
Laplace equation for Uo in (2.4) replaced by the heat equation 
63u o 
8t~=Auo in £2 0 x(0, T); (9.3) 
further, Uo(X, O) = q(x). Theorem 2.1 extends to this system without any dif- 
ficulties using parabolic estimates [13] instead of elliptic estimates. 
Remark 2.1 also extends to this system. 
II. Local Existence for the Full System 
Theorem 3.1 on the local existence for the elliptic system extends to the 
parabolic system. However, technical difficulties arise because of the dif- 
ferent scales in x and t. We therefore give a complete proof of the local 
existence (with existence interval independent of e). 
THEOREM 9.1. There exists a To>0 (independent of e) such that the 
system (9.1)-(9.2), (1.2)-( 1.8) has a unique classical solution for 0 <, t <~ T O . 
Proof As in Section 3, we make change of variables 
Xl =e~l '  X2 =e~2 (9.4) 
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and set 
/'~(~1, ~2' t)= U(Xl, X2, t), f (~ l ,  t) = f (x , ,  t), (9.5) 
where (u, f )  is the solution (u~,f~) that we want to establish for 
(9.1) (9.2), (1.2) (1.8). Then 
where 
and 
c3t7 a a 
A¢~=e2-fff if - - - -<~1 <-- '  e ,g ?(~1,  t) <~2 <b ,,g (9.6) 
(a ) b 
~t¢, +-~,~2, t =0 if f (~ l , t )<~2<- ,e  (9.7) 
b =g(e~,,t) on ~2=- ,  
V¢~.v¢+ep(e~l,~l,t)~=O on ~2 = jT(~l, t) 
(L,, -1)  
v~ - ?2 1 ,/2' [ 1 + ~_  
(9.8) 
(9.9) 
f,((1, t) =p(e(1 , ~,, t) zT(~l, f (~, ,  t), t)[ 1 + ()7 (~,, 0)2] 1/2, (9.10) 
f (~l ,  O)=fo(8~l ~1). (9.11) 
All the data p(e~,~l, t), fo(e~l,~l), g(e~l, t) are smooth (in (~l, t)), 
uniformly in e. The boundary condition (9.7), together with the assumption 
(1.8), ensures that ~1 = ++_a/e are the characteristics of (9.10), (9.11), and 
f¢, =-0 on ~l - +_a/e. 
Suppose that 
Ilfo(C~l, ~)11c2+~ K< oo. fi 
Define, as in [ 5 ], 
Br,,.~ = {f ( ( , ,  t), 0 ~< t ~< To; f (~, ,  t) ~> 0, IlYilL~ ~ 2K, 
LIf¢, lilt. ~<2K, IIf~, tlL~ ~<2K, [f~,~,(., t)] c~,~< 2K, 
IIf, IIL~<M,, IIf,,llL.~< 7 , (9.12) 
where the constant M t and M 2 are positive and independent of e. 
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For each fC~Bro.~, we solve the parabolic system (9.6)-(9.9) for fi and 
then substitute this fi into (9.10)-(9.11)and solve the resulting problem, 
denoting its solution by f Setting Wf= f, we wish to show that W has a 
fixed point, provided To is small, but independent of e. 
The basic tools are the Schauder fixed-point heorem and parabolic 
Schauder estimates. To use the Schauder estimates, however, we need to 
know that the lateral boundary is C 2+~ in the space variable and C ~ +~/2 
in the time variable. In order to derive estimates which are independent 
of e, we use the variables (~, r) (where ~ = t/e 2) for the parabolic equation. 
Keeping however in mind that we must ensure that the existence interval 
is independent of e, we shall also work with the t variable (in dealing with 
the (hyperbolic) free boundary equation). 
For each jT~BT0.,, the solution ~7 to the parabolic system (9.6)-(9.9) 
satisfies (by the maximum principle) 
I1~11/J~ max( Ilqll/~, Ilgl[ zy,). (9.13) 
By (9.12), the lateral boundary ~P(t): ~2-~--?(~1, t) is clearly C 2+~ in ~1 
Under the change of variable ~ = t/e 2, 
0 ~?(~l ,  g2Z') ~M1 g2<~ 1, 
Ox~ f(~ 1, e2~ ") ~M2e2~ 1 
(9.14) 
if we take e > 0 to be sufficiently small such that e2(M~ + M2) ~< 1. Thus the 
lateral boundary F(e2r) is actually C 2 in the z variable. We may therefore 
apply the Schauder estimates (here we use only the estimates in the 
variable) and conclude that 
Hfi(', t)[lc~+~{y~<.,~<~ <~H}~ <~ CK, (9.15) 
where the constant CK is independent of M~ and M2 (by (9.14)). Following 
the methods in [ 5, Theorem 7.1], we obtain 
II Will ~.,~ 2K, 
[I(WU)< IIv~ ~<2K, 
I1( Wy)<< IIL~-~ 2K, 
[(WY)¢I< (', t)]c~,~< 2K 
(9.16) 
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provided T O is small enough (independently of e). If we choose M~ = 
Ilpll~ (llqll~o + Ilgll~)(1 +4K2) 1/2 then, by (9.10), 
]](W.f),[]L~ ~ M1.  
Differentiating (9.10) in ~1 and using (9.16), we get 
I( wy),:, I ~< Q,. 
Differenting (9.10) in t and using also the bound 18,] ~< Ci~/e 2 (which 
follows from (9.6), (9.15)), we get 
If we choose M 2 ---- ~r  then W maps Bro" ~ into itself. Thus the existence 
of a solution follows immediately. The uniqueness proof is similar to [ 5, 
Theorem 8.1 ]. | 
Remark  9.1. It is clear that the existence interval depends only on the 
C 2+~ norm of the initial data (in the ~ variable) and is independent of e. 
Thus if we can establish a priori C~ +~ estimate on a larger interval, then 
the existence interval can be extended to that interval. 
III. Convergence to the Homogen ized  System 
Set ~( ~, t) = fi( ~, t) - Uo( e~, t) = u( x, t) - Uo( X, t) = w( x, t) where ~ = x/e. 
Then 
A~ = e 2 0~, -~-. (9.17) 
Following the proof of Lemma 5.2, we obtain 
a ~ dx l "  e2f~i~t(2)2d{+f lg¢#12d~<~Ce+Cfa h¢lQ~,t) 2 
Clearly 
(9.18) 
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where P ( t ) -  ~P7 is defined in (5.13). Substituting this inequality into (9.18), 
integrating over [0, t], and using also the fact that f, >0, we obtain 
+ dxlds. 
Rewriting this in the (x, t) variables, we deduce the parabolic analog f(5.15): 
;o flf,, max w2(x, s) dx + IV, wl= dx ds O<~s<~t ~(s) c(s~ 
~Ct~-~-CfOfaa h~l(~,s) 2dxldS. (9.19) 
By embedding, we then get the analog of (516): 
f~ fr,~) lwl2 da~ds<<. + f°o h{, (~,S) 2 dx, ds, 
or, 
fo f~a ]Wl2c(s) dx, ds~ CF~-~ C fl f~a TI~I (~'~' S)2dXl (Ix. (9.20) 
In order to apply the parabolic estimates, we make a change of variable 
= t/e 2 and let w(~, r) = k(~, t). As in Section 5, we take H such that 
and define 
1 +sup f(~l, t )<H<2H<b 
D],k= {J<~l <J+ 1, k<~<k+ 1, f(~l, ezr)<~2<H}, 
DZk= {j-- 1 <~1 <j+2,  k -  1 <r<k+ 1, )7(~,, e2r)< ~2 < 2H}, 
F),~=F~(t)n {j<~,  < j+ 1, k<z<k+ 1}, 
F~.k = P(t) ~ {j-- 1 <~, < j+2,  k -  1 <r<k+ 1}. 
Note that 
the 1+~ (l+a)/2 C<, ~' -norm of the right-hand side of (5.11) 
is bounded by Ce. (9.21) 
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As in Remark 3.1, the boundary F(t) is in C2+~ '' 1 +c¢/2 (uniformly in e). 
Therefore we can apply the H-  interior-boundary estimate to k (here we 
use the boundary condition (5.11)), and obtain 
(Note that all our estimates are valid up to (~ = +a/e, since we have 
extended the solution by reflection; this means that we can allow j to be 
- [ ale ] - 1, - [ ale ] ..... - 1, 0, 1, ..., [ ale ] ). By embedding, 
IIV¢~ll ~-..~)~)~< Cc 2 + C It~11 ~2,r~ ,.
Summing over j and k, we get 
l/~: 2 
[ IIV~(., r)tl 2 dr L2( ,~( e:2r } 
~0 
<C (t + 1)+C[  '/~2 ~o t1~(, ~)11Z=(~:~ ¢~ <2H}) dT (9.22) 
and rewriting this inequality in t, 
Io IIV¢~(., t)ll ~2(r(,, dt 
Ce(t+ 1) + cf~ I1~( . t)t122.~/<~<2m) dt. (9.23) 
Combining this inequality with (9.19) and (9.20), we can argue as in 
Section 5 to obtain, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, the analog of (5.17): 
IV¢~l%., dx 1 dt <~ Ce IVxwl z dx dt 
a c(t) 
<~Cc2+C Iwl 2 a r~l,I dx~ dt. (9.24) 
Notice that (5.22)-(5.29) do not use the parabolic equation and therefore 
are valid without any changes. Substituting the inequalities (9.20) and 
(9.24) into (5.29), we obtain, for function H(t) which is defined exactly as
in (5.31). 
H(t)<~Ce+C H(s) ds. 
This implies the following analog of Theorem 5.1. 
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THEOREM 9.2. There exists a positive constant T, ( T~ < To) such that the 
following estimates hold for 0 < t < Tl : 
fo ; fo max ]w(x,s)]2 dx + ([w(x,t)12 +]V,_w(x,t)J2)dxdt<~ Ce,O<~s<~t ~(x) t(t) 
(9.25) 
(9.26) 
Substituting (9.25) into (5.29) we can argue as in Lemma 5.5 to obtain: 
LEMMA 9.3. The following estimates hold for 0 < t < T 1 : 
omaX f~, {,~ (~,  s) 2+ h~, (~,  s )2}  dx, <~CeZ+ C ~ Z2( t, dt (9.27) 
where 
z ( t )  - ~ = = IwlL. ,dx,  lu~:-Uol~.)dx~ a a 
( fo Z 2( s) ds ) l/2 ~ C~l/2. 
and 
IV. ~ Order Approximation for u, 
(9.28) 
To improve the estimates on ~, h we introduce the (boundary layer term) 
u~ which is defined as in (6.1) with the Nj satisfying the same elliptic 
boundary value problems. 
Since Uo is smooth in both x and t, the proof for Lemma 6.2 extends to 
the parabolic equation: 
f,~ c~(Uo- u~) 
~,~ Ot .vdx+a~(uo--u~:,v) 
°1,o0 , \ov~ P(x,) Ox2) 
(9.29) 
where a~(u, v) is defined as in (6.6). 
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Since N~ satisfy the same equations a  in Section 6, the calculations used 
in deriving the estimates (6.13)-(6.17) are valid without any modifications. 
Thus we have, analogously to (6.21), 
f~l,) O(u°- u~) 3t •v dx+a~(uo +8ul-u~, v) 
= O [ 8 "-}- ( fl z2(T) dT) 1/2] I Ivl IH'~O)- (9.30) 
F rom the definition (6.1) for u~, it is clear that 3u~/Ot is uniformly bounded 
(independent of e); hence (9.30) gives 
f~.lO(Uo-U~-eu~) 
3t • v dx +a~(uo +8u l  --u~, v) 
[ =0 8+ Z2(r) dr Ilvlt.,,~o~ 
< C I s-}- Q fo Z2(T) d'c) '/2] ( f,2o IV~ vl2 dx) I/2. (9.31) 
We may take v = u 0 + 8u I - -U  e - -GU l l  x2 =b, since this function vanishes on 
x2 = b. Observing that eu~ and its first derivatives are exponentially small 
at x 2 = b, we obtain, after integrating over [0, t],  
f f° fo 1 (UO--U~--SUl) 2 8f¢(Xl, t) MX 1 dt+½ (Uo+eUi-u~)2dx 5 --a Fdt) c(t) 
+ f~ fa~(l) Wx(Uo + eUl - UDI 2 dx dt 
d t } 
1 iV x.(u 0 _+_ 8u I _ u~:) 12 dx dt ~<C 82+ Z2(r) dr ds + ~ _ 
At) 
(9.32) 
Noting that f ,  ~> 0, it follows that 
max (Uo q-sUl-Ut;)2 dx q - IVx(uo q-l~Ul-U~;)12 dx ds 
O~s~t ~(~,.) ~(s) 
~CI82q- ( f l foZ2(T)  dTds)] (9 .33)  
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and, by embedding, 
Thus 
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fl fr~:1:0 (UO -~- eU 1 ue.)2d°'eds~C[e2-}-(ffI£Z2('c)d~ds)l. 
I£ Z2('c) d~ = ff fQc(sj (Uo-- Ue)2 dx ds ~ C,~2-~- C I£ if Z2('c) dT ds, 
and by Gronwall's inequality, 
ii Z2(~) dT~ C,g 2 for O <<. t <<. T~ . 
Substituting this into (9.27) and (9.33), we obtain the following analog of 
Theorem 6.1: 
THEOREM 9.4. 
max O <~ t <~ TI 
The following estimates hold: 
j~l, (Uo + eu, u~)2dx+f~'I~anlV.,-(Uo+eU,-U~.)12dxdt<~Ce2, 
(9.34) 
o<max, _ dx, <. Ce 2. 
(9.35) 
V. Extending the Solution of(9.1) (9.2), (1.2)-(1.8) 
Let [0, T] be an existence interval for the homogenized 
system, considered in Part I. 
parabolic 
THEOREM 9.5. For any 6 > 0 there is an eo such that if 0 < e <~ eo then 
(i) the system (9.1)-(9.2), (1.2)-(1.8) has a unique classical solution 
for O<. t <. T--f i  and 
(ii) the estimates in Theorem 9.4 hold for 0 <<. t <~ T -  & 
Proof For each 6 > 0, 
[If(a~,,~t,t)llc~=<~Ca if O<~t<~T-& (9.36) Ilu0 I1~,?~< ca, 
We have already proved the assertion of Theorem 9.5 if 0 ~< t~< T~, for 
some T~ > 0 independent of e. We want to show that if the assertion holds 
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for any T1 (0<T l<T-d)  then the solution and the estimates of 
Theorem 9.4 can be extended to 0 ~< t~< T~ + T2, where T2 is a small 
positive number independent of e; T2 < 6. Then, a step-by-step argument 
completes the proof of Theorem 9.5. 
For simplicity we may assume that Tile 2 is an integer. Note, by (9.12) 
and interpolation [ 7 ], that 
Following the method of Section 7, we integrate along characteristics 
and use Gronwall's inequality to obtain, for 0 ~< t ~< T~, 
t)llc~,+=~ < CI f  -~ II~(~, t)llQ+~l{yl~,.,)<~2<~H/2})dt II~(~l, 
+ C _, It~(~, t)llc~+~ly<,.,~<,¢2<,m~dt, (9.38) 
where we take H such that 
H 
- ->  1 + sup f((~,  t). 
2 ~, 
As before, we define, for k > 1, 
D).k = { J<~l  <j-I- 1, k<v<k+ 1, f (~, ,  e2t) <~2 <H},  
D~, k = {j-- 1 <~,  < j+2,  k -  1 <t  <k+ 1, f (~, ,  ~2T)< ~2 <2H}, 
and, for k = 0, 
D),o= {J<~l <J+ 1, 0<t< 1, f (~, ,  g2"C) < ~2 < HI2}, 
/ )2o= { j -  1 <{,  < j+2,  0<t< 1, f (~ , ,e2r )<{2<H} 
and make a change of variables x = e{, t = e2z. Then for w = Uo- u~., we 
have, as in (5.21) (using parabolic interior-boundary Schauder estimates; 
here we use also the Ct~ + ~/~- regularity off ,  which follows from (9.37)), 
IIw(~,r)llc~+=~),~<~Ce+Cll~(~,t)llL,,~) for Vl <p~ c~ (9.39) 
provided t ~< T~ - e2; for k -- 0 we use the smoothness of the initial condi- 
tions in the region {f(~l,  0)~< ~2 ~< H}. (We also have C~ +~/2 estimate, but 
this will not be needed.) Using (9.38) and (9.39), we obtain 
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I Ih(G, t)ll c~, +~ 
4fro II~(G t)llcp~ {71¢1 t <~¢2<H/2}) dt 
(TI/e.2)--I (k+l )e  2 
~<C ~ f II~'(G t)ll '+~ - dt  C~ { f ~1, t)~<~:2~< Hk } } 
k = 0 dkg2 
{ TI/r- 2 ) 1 
Ce 2 
k=O 
( T I / t  2 ) 1 
Ce2 Z 
k=0 
ke2<~t<~(k+ 1)e 2 
max IIw(G~)ll ,2+~ ,) 
J 
(T .~)  ( TI/e 2) 1 
C,~ 2 I~-o¢ - Ce 2 ~ max Iq~(~, r)ll~,~D;,), 
k=0 J 
[ ( TI/e 2 ) 1 \ 1/p 
\ k=0 J 
(by discrete H61der's inequality) 
iOTt/~2 <~Ce+C e 2 f{7,e,.~2~,<¢,<2HllW(~,r)lPd~,d~2dr) '/, 
C , lUo_U,:lPdxi dx2d t , 
where Hk = H if k ~> 1 and H o = HI2. 
From (9.34) and embedding, 
for V2<p~4.  
Since u~ is uniformly bounded, this implies that 
I~' fn~m ]u° -u': lP dx dt <<. Ce p. 
(9.40) 
(9.41) 
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Substituting this inequality into (9.40), we obtain 
as well as 
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T i  ~2 
I1~(~, t)ll ~,~+=¢{ ~¢~_,, *)~< ~2 ~/-/}> dt <~ Ce a. 
In particular, for any small ~/> 0 (~/> 2e 2) 
T I  - -  e 2 [ II #(~, t)II ~+~ dt <. Ce ~, 
so that, by the mean value theorem, 
* ' ~ - ~<Cea, (9.43) II#(~, T )llc~+ i{f~e,.r*j_<v2_<.}~dt q 
where T* E (T  l --r/, T l --e2). 
In view of (9.42), (9.43) and (9.36), if t ~< T* then 
IItT(~, T*)ll c~+~l/y~<, T*~-<<,~m)dt <~ Ca + 1, 
(9.44) 
IIf(~, T*)llc~+~ ~ < Cz+ 1, 
provided e is small enough, and, by the max imum principle, 
I1~(~, T*)IIL~-¢{7<,. ,~_<¢:.<b/~.}l  < C* 
where C* =max(l lql lc~, IlgllL~)- 
These estimates enable us to extend the solution to t ~< T* + ~ where 
is a constant independent of q and e, provided e is small enough. 
In order to extend the estimates of Theorems 9.2 and 9.4 to the interval 
T* ~< t ~< T* + ~ we simply apply the proofs of these theorems with initial 
time t = T* and use the estimate 
fo~r*) lu°-u':lZ dx <" Ce 
(which follows from (9.34)) as well as the estimate (9.42) for t=  T* and 
(9.43). 
IIh(~,,t)llc~+,<.Cea? for O<~t<~T,-e2(2= p-2),  (9.42) 
q p 
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In deriving (9.43) we made use of the C~ +~ regularity of the initial data 
in the region {jT(~,, 0) ~< ~2 ~<H}. The C~ +~ regularity for t= T* in the 
region {)7(~, T*)~< 42 ~<H} is guaranteed by (9.43), (9.44). Thus we can 
proceed step-by-step to extend the solution and the estimates to the interval 
O<~t<~T--d. II 
Remark 9.2. The results for the parabolic system extend to the case 
where we prescribe other boundary conditions on u~. For example, if we 
impose the Neumann boundary condition at the top: 
~U e 
av g on x2 =b, 
then the only difference occurs in the definition of u0 where in (2.4) we 
replace the Dirichlet boundary condition on x2 = b by the corresponding 
Neumann boundary condition. 
Remark 9.3. In Theorem 9.5 we have assumed that q~ C 2+~. The 
theorem extends to the case where q is just continuous, and C 2+~ in a 
neighborhood of the free boundary; we simply apply the interior Schauder 
estimates with respect o the initial time t = 0. 
Remark 9.4. In Theorem 9.5 we have assumed that g ~> 0, q ~> 0; conse- 
quently, f,  i> 0. Under weaker assumptions on the sign of q or g, f ,  may not 
be >t 0. Nevertheless Theorem 9.5 extends also to this case. We just need 
to estimate the terms involving f ,  (instead of dropping them; such as in 
(9.32)), and this poses no difficulty. 
Remark 9.5. Theorem 9.5 should extend to n-dimensional domains (cf. 
Remark 8.4). 
Remark 9.6. The method of Section 8 extends to the parabolic case. 
The only difference is that in this case derivatives ONJOt enter into the 
analysis when we define the correction term ~;  ~ satisfies 
0 t~ l -A~ 1 =0 
with boundary conditions designed to cancel out all the e order terms. We 
loose one order of e in changing variable from x~ to ~ (cf. the derivation 
of (8.7) from (8.6)). We also use a sequence of inequalities as in (9.40) to 
change the variable t to ~, but here we do not loose any powers of e. The 
final estimates are the same as in (8.1) (integrated in t) and (8.2) (without 
integration in t). 
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